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Introduction 
Introduction to Canadian Mountain Holidays 
 In 1959, Hans Gmoser, an Austrian  immigrant, formed a small mountain adventure 
company in Banff, Alberta. Gmoser guided customers on skiing tours and climbing adventures 
by foot for six years until he came up with the idea that changed the face of backcountry 
accessibility forever: heli-skiing. Thus, in 1965, Canadian Mountain Holidays as the world 
knows it today was born ("The cmh story," n.d.). 
 Presently, Canadian Mountain Holidays, or CMH, is the largest heli-skiing company in 
the world, hosting over 7,000 guests every year at one of its eleven mountain lodges spread over 
the Columbia Mountains in southeast British Columbia. Since about 1977, CMH has also offered 
heli-hiking, a popular choice for customers wanting summer adventures ("The cmh story," n.d.). 
In 2009, National Geographic awarded CMH Summer Adventures the title of Best Heli-
Adventure Company on Earth ("Awards: Cmh heli-skiing," n.d.). 
Sustainability at CMH 
 Canadian Mountain Holidays has the vision of being the leading sustainable tourism 
operator in North America. The company’s goal is set to be reached by focusing on several key 
principles including responsibility to the environment and affected communities, education, 
ethics and legality, continuous improvement, and economic well-being ("The cmh vision," n.d.).  
 To keep track of its efforts and to ensure continuous improvement in all areas, Canadian 
Mountain Holidays began releasing official sustainability reports every three years, starting in 
2004 ("Sustainability reports," n.d.). As a guide and framework for reporting on sustainability, 
CMH follows the Global Reporting Initiative model. The GRI model is a very popular 
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framework that is used worldwide by organizations of varied sizes and industries to measure, 
organize and understand the level of sustainability within their company. GRI’s guidelines 
require that an organization be accurate, reliable and clear in its reporting. The system is divided 
into alphabetical levels that require different criteria to qualify; the closer to the start of the 
alphabet, the more criteria required in the report ("Moving towards sustainability," 2010). 
 In reading CMH's sustainability reports, it is clear that they convey a great deal of 
information on the various operational areas related to sustainability. What is unclear, however, 
is how CMH's reporting compares to its competitors in the tourism industry.  
Topic Identification 
 How does CMH’s sustainability reporting compare to sustainability reporting in the five 
sectors of the North American tourism industry? 
Issue Identification Process 
 The needs assessment for this project was conducted entirely separate from the 
researcher. Upon contacting Dave Butler, the Director of Sustainability for Canadian Mountain 
Holidays, he came up with a version of the above topic. The initial version's scope was too big to 
be feasible for the time frame; it was not limited to the tourism industry but rather all other 
organizations, and not just North America but all around the world. The issue at hand remained 
the same, though, answering Mr. Butler’s question on how CMH measures up in its 
sustainability reporting compared to its competitors.  
Anticipated Benefits and Deliverables 
 There are two main benefits and deliverables that will result from this research project. 
The first is that Canadian Mountain Holidays will have a clear understanding of its ranking in 
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sustainability reporting amongst the most sustainable tourism companies in North America. 
Since it has the vision of being the best tourism operator on the continent, this information is 
necessary to measure how far it has to go. Secondly, with the understanding of its placement 
amongst competitors, certain areas for improvement will come to light. The organization will be 
able to see their strengths and, perhaps more usefully, their weaknesses. The research will lead to 
a more accurate SWOT analysis and thus, growth as a company.  
Objectives 
 The three main objectives for the research project are as follows: 
1) For Dave Butler, Director of Sustainability at CMH, and possibly other CMH team 
members to learn and benefit from the research; to use the findings to improve their 
sustainability reporting process if necessary. 
2) For the researcher to learn and benefit from the research process and findings; to 
understand how to perform an applied research project and to better understand what 
makes the best sustainability report. 
3) For the researcher to complete all three of the sustainability project capstone courses 
(MGMT 470, 480 and 490) by May 31st, 2013. 
Literature Review 
 Sustainability reporting as we know it today has been present in the business world for 
nearly twenty years. Born in Europe, sustainability reports were initially issued mostly by 
companies who largely exploited natural resources such as in the mining and energy industries. 
In the past two decades, the act of reporting on sustainability has grown substantially. As of 
2010, more than 3000 companies worldwide issued sustainability reports. Included in this 
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number was over two thirds of the Fortune Global 500. Though most companies that publish 
reports are large international organizations, the act has become more and more widespread in 
smaller companies and across every industry.  
 Companies report on sustainability for many different reasons. Though not mandatory in 
North America, there are countries that demand it from certain organizations. In Sweden, all 
state-owned companies must report publicly on sustainability issues. Besides having to, there are 
four main motives to reporting:  
1) Stakeholder Demand: Customers, investors, suppliers and employees want to know the 
truth about the company’s operations and subsequent impacts. 
2) Compliance to Mandatory Standards: Knowing the detailed effects of your company 
on multiple areas ensures you are operating within your allowable parameters.  
3) Good Image: Given that sustainability is such a popular trend, a company that cares 
about such issues may be more successful.  
4) Greater Profit: Operating sustainably improves efficiency, meaning fewer resources are 
wasted due to poor organization; bottom line, more money.  
For whichever reason companies decide to report, one thing is for sure: in this day and 
age, reporting on sustainability gives organizations a noticeable competitive advantage (Seven 
questions ceos, 2010). 
Many studies have been done on the characteristics of successful sustainability reporting. 
It may be thought that the act of reporting on sustainability is easy, that a company need only 
cover several environmental issues and be done. The truth is, reporting on the many areas that 
pertain to sustainability is far more complex. This review will cover such topics as the 
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percentage of companies that report on sustainability issues and at what level, how their 
reporting rates on the Global Reporting Initiative framework’s levels, and how reporting in the 
tourism industry compares to other sectors.   
For the purpose of this review, corporate social responsibility reports, environmental 
health and safety reports, and environmental social and governance reports will all be included 
under the sustainability reporting umbrella. The studies examined have been published within the 
past ten years; this time frame was chosen in order to show the most relevant information to 
today’s business environment. The purpose of this review is to provide a background on the 
competitiveness of sustainability reporting amongst the most successful companies worldwide. 
In doing this, the information can be used to compare Canadian Mountain Holidays’ 
sustainability reporting efforts.  
In 2008, KLD Research and Analytics, Inc., analyzed the current level of sustainability 
reporting in the top companies in seven emerging market countries. To compute the level of 
sustainability reporting within each company, the researchers came up with five checklist criteria 
as follows: 
1. CSR Disclosure: Does the company have public disclosure on sustainability issues? On 
the company website or in any corporate literature, is there admittance of environmental, 
social, and governance(ESG)-related information? 
2.  Separate CSR Section: Does the company have an area on its website or a section of its 
annual report dedicated to addressing sustainability issues? 
3. CSR Report: Has the company published a sustainability report within the past two 
years?  
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4. GRI Reference: Does the sustainability information include a reference to the Global 
Reporting Initiative framework? 
5. Benchmarks and Goals: Does the reporting include both benchmarks and goals in 
relation to sustainability issues? 
The following chart shows overall company percentages, sector leaders and country 
leaders for each criterion: 
 
KLD Research and Analytics, Inc., 2008 
The information most relevant to CMH lies in the second column where the percentages 
of total companies that answered ‘yes’ to the individual questions is shown. The sample of 
companies in emerging markets is comparable to the sample of tourism businesses that will be 
taken to evaluate against CMH. The results show that a very high percentage of companies, 87%, 
disclose some information on sustainability, while only just above half of total companies 
publish sustainability reports specifically. Only about a quarter of total companies reference the 
GRI framework of reporting, the outline that CMH follows (Sustainability reporting in emerging 
markets, 2008). 
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 In 2005, the Certified General Accountants Association of Canada published a study on 
corporate sustainability reporting in Canada. To gather the necessary information, CGA sent out 
a survey to every company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange and the TSX Venture 
Exchange. The 200 companies that responded were segmented by their market capitalization as 
follows: 
 Micro Cap: less than $100 million  
 Small Cap: $100 million to $1 billion 
 Large Cap: greater than $1 billion 
CMH is estimated to fall into the Small Cap segment. Out of the total respondents in that 
segment, 21% publish a stand-alone environmental, social, sustainability, and/or EHS report; 8% 
are sustainability reports specifically. In terms of public availability, 73% of total respondents in 
all segments make their sustainability reports available on their websites like CMH (Measuring 
up, 2005). 
In 2010, Harvard University released a paper that proposed a method for designing 
industry-specific key performance indicators for sustainability issues in the United States (From 
Transparency to Performance, 2010). Though several of the findings were not pertinent to this 
research project, Harvard identified twelve issues that should be reported on regardless of 
industry: 
 Energy management 
 Climate change issues 
 Emissions and air quality 
 Environmental obedience 
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 Community impact 
 Product/service quality and improvement 
 Sourcing information 
 Customer satisfaction 
 Water usage 
 Waste information 
 Product/service environmental impact 
 Operational efficiency  
This list of key issues is useful for any company in any industry. It is a good indication of 
what every organization should include in their sustainability report (From transparency to 
performance, 2010). 
In 2008, KPMG released a survey that analyzed corporate responsibility reporting in over 
2200 of the world’s largest companies. The sample of companies included the 100 companies 
with the highest revenues in over twenty countries and the Global Fortune 250. In the survey, it 
is revealed what percentage of companies fall into each level of GRI’s G3 reporting framework. 
Canadian Mountain Holidays intends to be reporting at a “C” level by the time they release their 
next sustainability report. The study reveals that 16% of the 100 highest revenue companies and 
9% of the Global Fortune 250 report at a “C” level. In both of the sample groups, by far the most 
companies report on the “A+” level (Kpmg international survey, 2008). 
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Klynveld Peat Marwick Goerdeler, 2008 
In 2012, the Australian Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility released a study on 
how stakeholders read sustainability reports. The study aimed to help companies report more 
effectively so that their information could be understood and appreciated. The sample of 490 
survey respondents was taken from several different stakeholder groups such as employees, 
financial stakeholders, suppliers, and members of the government. The survey found that the 
thing that caused readers the most anger, anxiety or concern when reading a report was the level 
of transparency. The stakeholders would often believe that the report was too positive and that it 
was not an accurate representation of the issues at hand  (The state of csr in Australia, 2012). 
 Another study released by the ACCSR the same year showed what stakeholders want in a 
CSR report. Among the report’s relevant information was the fact that readers wanted 
information presented less grouped and more separated into individual subjects. This was 
thought to provide report writers with less room to hide problem areas. As shown in the graph 
below, the top issues that stakeholders wanted to see in CSR reports were also revealed.  
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Australian Centre for Corporate Social Responsibility, 2012 
 Transparency and governance, society and the environment were at the forefront while 
human rights and especially product responsibility were seen as less important. The seven issues 
shown above loosely follow the categories in the GRI reporting framework (Materiality: A 
stakeholders' perspective, 2012). 
In 2010, members from IE University, Fondazione Università and Cambridge University 
published a study that looked at the differences in CSR reporting of 251 of the highest revenue 
companies in Europe. The companies were taken from eleven different industries including 
tourism and hospitality. The study found that tourism is one of the industries that often has a 
lower amount of disclosure on many CSR issues. Only 7% of total companies surveyed reported 
following GRI guidelines; most companies follow other communication standards (Csr 
communication, 2010). 
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In 2010,Vigeo, the leading assessor of companies’ ESG issues in Europe (About vigeo, 
n.d.), published a study on what over 700 European companies report on in regards to CSR. The 
study looked at companies from eighteen different industries including travel and leisure. It was 
found that the travel and leisure sector reports on only 69% of the total information necessary for 
proper assessment of a company’s social responsibility. In comparison to other industries like oil 
and gas, automotive, and healthcare, the study rated the travel and leisure sector as middle to 
low. In general, it was found that companies report well on environmental goals and governance 
within the organization, but lack in reporting on social issues (Csr - what do companies report 
on, 2010). 
In 2002, the World Travel and Tourism Council, International Federation of Tour 
Operators, International Hotel and Restaurant Association, and the International Council of 
Cruise Lines released a report that examined the need for a better relationship between the 
tourism industry and sustainable development. In a section dedicated to tour operators, it was 
revealed that companies ensure that harmful emissions are the lowest they can be while staying 
afloat financially. This is done by using the most current fuel efficient aircraft that hold a high 
number of passengers. The study also notes that tour operators must provide more and better 
information to consumers regarding the environmental standards that they follow (Industry as a 
partner, 2002). 
In 2012, the International Centre for Responsible Tourism at Leeds Metropolitan 
University released a study that evaluated the CSR practices of ten large international hotels. The 
researchers surveyed the hotels and scored the thoroughness of their CSR reporting based on six 
key issues and factors: corporate policies, labour issues, socio-economic issues, environmental 
issues, customer engagement, and transparency. The study found that most hotels did well 
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reporting on environmental issues and being transparent, but did not report well on socio-
economic issues, labour issues, and especially corporate policies (Corporate social responsibility, 
2012). 
 
International Centre for Responsible Tourism, 2012  
 Though the studies examined in this review have mostly taken place on other continents, 
they have provided a useful background on sustainability reporting amongst some of the most 
successful companies in the world. The information learned in the review will allow for a more 
clear understanding of the generally accepted guidelines that govern the complex act of 
sustainability reporting. It would now be interesting to examine how Canadian Mountain 
Holidays’ sustainability reporting compares to that of the tourism industry in North America.  
Methods 
The research for this project was implemented based on a list of eight sustainability 
reporting criteria. Three of the most sustainable companies from the five sectors of the tourism 
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industry in North America were chosen and evaluated based on how well their reporting met this 
criteria checklist. Canadian Mountain Holidays’ sustainability reporting was assessed in the 
exact same manner so as to provide the most accurate comparisons.  
The research was quantitative as the collected data was counted, measured and easily 
compared. Each step of the methodology was carefully planned. This research project’s goal was 
to provide an accurate representation of sustainable companies' reporting within each sector of 
the tourism industry. 
The Sample  
 The sample for this research is purposive because each company in the sample was 
chosen due to a common characteristic: they are all leaders in sustainability. The purpose of this 
project was not to find conclusions on the reporting quality of entire sectors; it was to provide an 
accurate representation of the reporting habits of the most sustainable companies within those 
sectors. In other words, the research looked at deviant cases (i.e. the best of the best), not the 
whole population. Purposive sampling was chosen because it yielded results that will hopefully 
help CMH improve, rather than simply tell them they are better at reporting than most 
(Grossman, 2012). 
Tourism Industry Definition  
 According to go2, an organization that supports, promotes and trains the tourism industry 
in British Columbia, there are five sectors in the tourism industry: accommodation, food and 
beverage services, recreation and entertainment, transportation and travel services ("List of 
sectors," n.d.). The Canadian Academy of Travel and Tourism is in agreement ("The 5 
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industries," n.d.) as is the Canadian Tourism Human Resource Council (Government of Canada, 
2008). 
Choosing the Companies 
 Three of the most sustainable companies in each of the five sectors were chosen for 
research. They were found on numerous lists being ranked at or near the top as companies that 
value and practice sustainability the most successfully. Some of the companies were also chosen 
for the prestigious sustainability awards that they have received. The following are all fifteen 
companies accompanied by the sources that lead them to be chosen: 
Accommodation 
1) Fairmont Hotels and Resorts 
2) Marriott 
3) Wyndham Worldwide 
Fairmont has received numerous awards related to sustainability including a spot on 
Maclean’s list of Canada’s Greenest Employers and CNBC European Business’ Top 100 Low 
Carbon Pioneers list ("Environmental leadership awards," n.d.). In 2012, Marriott was ranked as 
the number one most sustainable hotel in its category by Climate Counts ("Awards and 
recognition," 2011), a research company that scores the world's largest organizations on their 
efforts to reduce their impact on climate change ("About us," n.d.).  In 2011 and 2012, 
Newsweek Magazine ranked Wyndham as the greenest company in the United States' hotel and 
restaurant industries (Wyndham Worldwide, 2011). 
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Food and Beverage Services 
1) Pizza Fusion 
2) Starbucks 
3) Darden Restaurants 
 In 2012, Pizza Fusion was awarded a Sustainable Business Award in the Medium 
Business category by Earth Charter US ("Ecus sustainable business," n.d.). Pizza Fusion was 
also given the highest rating in fast food on Greenopia's marking system based on five areas: 
sustainability report, green building design, supply chain, recycling and stock ("Pizza fusion 
brand," n.d.). In 2012, Starbucks was ranked second out of fourteen companies in the Hotels and 
Restaurants category on Newsweek's Green Rankings. Darden was ranked sixth on the same 
Newsweek Green Rankings ("Green rankings 2012: Hotels and Restaurants, n.d.) and also prides 
itself on its Sustainable Restaurant Design Initiative, as well as several other commitments to 
reduce the negative health impacts of their food ("Darden restaurants," 2011). Darden's 
restaurants include Olive Garden, Red Lobster and six other well known brands (Darden, 2011). 
Recreation and Entertainment 
1) The Walt Disney Company 
2) Denver Zoo 
3) Park City Mountain Resort 
The Walt Disney Company was ranked third out of eighteen companies in its industry on 
Newsweek’s 2012 Green Ranking of the 500 biggest publicly traded companies in the United 
States ("Green rankings 2012," n.d.). Denver Zoo has received the Top Honours Green Award 
from the Association of Zoos and Aquariums and the 2010 Sustainability Champion Award from 
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the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment ("The greenest zoo," n.d.). This 
year, the Ski Area Citizens Coalition ranked Park City Mountain Resort as the top sustainable ski 
resort in the U.S. on their annual Environmental Scorecard (Hansman, 2013). 
Transportation 
1) Air Transat 
2) Princess Cruises 
3) Enterprise Holdings 
In 2011, Air Transat was named the first certified green airline by the World Green 
Aviation Council and in 2012, the company was designated as the most climate efficient net 
carrier in North America by Atmosfair ("Awards, rewards and recognition," n.d.). In 2012, 
Princess Cruises was ranked second out of fifteen major cruise lines on Friends of the Earth’s 
Cruise Ship Report Card, a grading system that evaluates the environmental footprints of each 
company (Friends of the Earth, 2010). Friends of the Earth is an organization that represents over 
two million environmental activists from all over the world ("About us," 2012). In 2012, 
Enterprise Holdings received the Project ICARUS Sustainability Gold Medal from the Global 
Business Trade Association Foundation. Enterprise Holdings is the host company to Enterprise 
Rent-A-Car, Alamo Rent-A-Car and National Car Rental (Kmet, 2012). 
Travel Services 
1) Meet Green 
2) Natural Habitat Adventures 
3) G Adventures 
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Meet Green is an event management company that specializes in sustainable meetings. It 
has been honoured by the Professional Convention Management Association with a Green 
Achievement Award, and by IMEX and the Green Meeting Industry Council with a Green 
Meeting Award ("Links: Awards," n.d.). In 2006, Natural Habitat Adventures was awarded the 
top honours as the number one green eco-travel company in the world on Conde Nast Traveler’s 
annual Green List (Wilkinson, 2006). In 2009, G Adventures received the World Savers Award 
from Conde Nast Traveler, beating out all other tour operators. The award was given to G 
Adventures for their commitment to corporate social responsibility (World Savers Award, 2009).  
Methodology 
The fifteen companies from the five sectors of the tourism industry were evaluated based 
on how well they met eight characteristics of a successful sustainability report. The eight criteria 
below are characteristics that were commonly found in two separate studies on the issues that 
should be reported on, regardless of industry. The first study was released by the Initiative for 
Responsible Investment at Harvard University and gave insight into issues that cut across 
multiple industries (From transparency to performance, 2010). The second study was released by 
Fronesys, a sustainability advisory and analyst organization, and brought to light the reported 
issues that are most important to businesses and their stakeholders alike (Cohen, 2011). The 
checklist is as follows, complete with the researcher's definition of each in terms of this project: 
1) Energy Management: usage, how it is controlled/measured, in units of energy 
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions: amount, how it is controlled/measured, in units of 
emissions  
3) Social Impact: external community programs descriptions and data 
4) Customer Satisfaction: how happy customers are, how it is measured 
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5) Product Quality: what sets the product/service apart from competitors, what the 
company stands for 
6) Product Environmental Impact: numerical accountability for negative impacts 
7) Climate Change Policy: words "climate change" or "global warming" required, 
initiatives to reduce impact, introduction to other checklist items 
8) Regulation Compliance: specific regulations in operating areas 
Each company’s most recent report was marked on each criterion on a scale from zero to 
three based on how well they satisfied that checklist item. The marking system can be seen in 
Appendix 1. It should be noted that the grading system was subjective to the interpretation of the 
researcher. 
Once the checklist had been completed for all fifteen companies and for CMH, marks 
were totalled for each individual company and for each checklist item. This allowed for the most 
accurate and effective comparisons to be made between CMH and the rest of the tourism 
industry in North America. A high total mark for a company indicates that it reports on 
sustainability very well overall. A high mark for a checklist criterion across all companies 
indicates that the industry as a whole reports well on that issue.  
In addition to completing the criteria checklist, the researcher stated whether the company 
had an official report and what framework, if any, was used.  
Rationale 
 The research methods described above were chosen so that this project would result in 
the most applicable comparisons between the North American tourism industry’s reporting and 
CMH’s. The criteria checklist provided a concrete outline of what a successful sustainability 
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report should include. The scale system for marking allowed for a more thorough understanding 
of reporting quality than if a company were to simply be marked as meeting a criteria or not. The 
fifteen companies were chosen because they are some of the most, if not the most, sustainable 
organizations in their sectors. Given that Canadian Mountain Holidays are leaders in 
sustainability in their field and beyond, comparing it to those that also excel allowed for the most 
beneficial results. It allowed for gaps to be identified between what other companies report on 
and what CMH does not, and for recommendations to be made that CMH improve in certain 
areas. Had the scope of this project been bigger, the researcher would have included more 
companies for comparison in each sector. To keep it manageable, however, only three were 
chosen for each area of the tourism industry in North America.  
Ethical Issues 
 The ethical issues for this project revolved around the facts that the checklist item 
definitions and the marking system were created by the researcher. Very early in the research 
process, it became clear that definitions were required in order to clarify what to look for in 
reading the reports. This would also allow for CMH to understand what, exactly, in its report was 
given a particular mark and allow for improvements to be made. The requirements for the marks 
in each checklist item were decided upon after reading the sixteen sustainability reports and 
seeing how the reporting quality for each issue was skewed amongst them. For example, once it 
became clear that a report possessed the best 'social impact' section of the bunch, the 
requirements to earn a 3 for that item were written based on what that specific report featured on 
that issue. It may be believed that there is an unethical element to having free range to decide 
what the 'best' even means. The researcher, however, made every effort to be unbiased by 
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focusing on the quality of information reported in terms of complete descriptions, quantitative 
data and visual aids. 
Reflection 
 When the research first began, it was believed that each checklist item's reporting quality 
could be marked using one common marking system. Upon reading several reports, however, it 
became clear that comparing the quality of 'regulation compliance' with 'energy management', 
for instance, was like comparing apples and oranges. Thus, the individualized marking system 
was created (Appendix 1). It took several re-evaluations to get it right but in the end, it resulted 
in findings that are fair and allow for CMH to understand clearly how its sustainability reporting 
compares to the rest of the tourism industry in North America.  
Findings 
 The findings for each of the 15 companies and for CMH are displayed in table-form 
below. The companies have been separated into tables based on their respective sectors of the 
tourism industry. Note that 3 is the highest possible mark for an individual company for any of 
the 8 checklist items. In other words, 3 is the denominator for any of the numbers with a white 
background. It is also the denominator for the green 'Average' column on the far right of each 
sector's table. This column displays the average mark of each of the sector's 3 companies. The 
green 'Total' column to the left of the 'Average' column displays the sector's combined mark. The 
numbers in this column have a denominator of 9. In the green  'Total' row below the last 
checklist item, you may find the given company's overall mark for their sustainability report. The 
highest possible mark for a company's report is 24. The two blue boxes on each table display the 
mark for the entire sector, out of a possible 72 marks, and the average total report mark of the 3 
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companies. Finally, at the bottom of each table, you may find whether or not a company has an 
official sustainability report and which particular reporting framework, if any, it follows.  
Accommodations Sector 
 
 Fairmont does not have an official sustainability report. The researcher used the 
information on the company's website to mark its reporting ("Corporate responsibility," n.d.). 
Marriott was marked based on their 2011-2012 sustainability report ("2011-2012 sustainability 
report," n.d.). Wyndham Worldwide was marked based on their 2010-2011 sustainability report 
("Wyndham worldwide sustainability," n.d.). 
Checklist Fairmont Marriott Wyndham Total Average
1) Energy Management 2 3 3 8 2.67
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 1 3 3 7 2.33
3) Social Impact 1 3 2 6 2.00
4) Customer Satisfaction 0 3 2 5 1.67
5) Product Quality 2 3 3 8 2.67
6) Product Environmental Impact 1 3 3 7 2.33
7) Climate Change Policy 3 3 3 9 3.00
8) Regulation Compliance 1 0 3 4 1.33
Total 11 21 22 54 18.00
Official Report no yes yes
Framework no GRI G3.1 lev. C GRI G3.1 lev. C
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Food and Beverage Sector 
 
 Pizza Fusion does not have an official sustainability report. The researcher marked its 
reporting based on information from the company website ("Saving the earth," n.d.). Starbucks 
was marked based on its 2012 Global Responsibility Report ("2012 global responsibility report," 
2012). Darden Restaurants was marked on its 2012 sustainability report ("Darden sustainability," 
2012).  
Recreation and Entertainment Sector 
 
Checklist Pizza Fusion Starbucks Darden Restaurants Total Average
1) Energy Management 0 3 3 6 2.00
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 0 3 3 6 2.00
3) Social Impact 1 3 3 7 2.33
4) Customer Satisfaction 0 0 0 0 0.00
5) Product Quality 2 2 3 7 2.33
6) Product Environmental Impact 0 2 3 5 1.67
7) Climate Change Policy 0 3 2 5 1.67
8) Regulation Compliance 0 0 2 2 0.67
Total 3 16 19 38 12.67
Official Report no yes yes
Framework no GRI G3 lev. B+ GRI G3.1 lev. C
Checklist Walt Disney Denver Zoo Park City Mountain Total Average
1) Energy Management 3 2 2 7 2.33
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 3 2 2 7 2.33
3) Social Impact 3 2 0 5 1.67
4) Customer Satisfaction 0 0 0 0 0.00
5) Product Quality 2 2 1 5 1.67
6) Product Environmental Impact 3 1 1 5 1.67
7) Climate Change Policy 3 2 3 8 2.67
8) Regulation Compliance 1 0 0 1 0.33
Total 18 11 9 38 12.67
Official Report yes no no
Framework GRI G3.1 lev. B no no
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 The Walt Disney Company was marked based on its 2012 Disney Citizenship 
Performance Summary ("Disney citizenship performance," 2012). Denver Zoo does not have a 
sustainability report and was marked on the information from their website ("The greenest zoo," 
2013). Park City Mountain also does not have a sustainability report and was marked on their 
website information as well ("Save our snow," n.d.). 
Transportation Sector 
 
 Air Transat was marked based on its 2010 corporate social responsibility report ("The 
will to," 2010). Princess Cruises was marked on its 2009 sustainability report ("Sustainability 
report," 2009). Enterprise Holdings was marked based on their 2011 sustainability report ("The 
business of," 2011). 
Checklist Air Transat Princess Cruises Enterprise Holdings Total Average
1) Energy Management 1 3 3 7 2.33
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2 3 2 7 2.33
3) Social Impact 3 2 3 8 2.67
4) Customer Satisfaction 0 1 1 2 0.67
5) Product Quality 2 3 3 8 2.67
6) Product Environmental Impact 2 3 2 7 2.33
7) Climate Change Policy 3 0 0 3 1.00
8) Regulation Compliance 0 3 1 4 1.33
Total 13 18 15 46 15.33
Official Report yes yes yes
Framework no GRI G3 GRI G3 lev. C
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Travel Services Sector 
 
 MeetGreen was marked based on their 2012 corporate report ("Corporate report," 2012). 
Natural Habitat Adventures does not have an official report and was marked on the information 
presented on its website ("Sustainability and conservation," 2013). G Adventures does not have a 
sustainability report and was marked on its website information as well ("Sustainable tourism," 
2013). 
Canadian Mountain Holidays Findings 
 
Checklist Meet Green Natural Habitat G Adventures Total Average
1) Energy Management 1 1 1 3 1.00
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2 2 0 4 1.33
3) Social Impact 1 2 2 5 1.67
4) Customer Satisfaction 1 0 0 1 0.33
5) Product Quality 3 3 2 8 2.67
6) Product Environmental Impact 3 0 0 3 1.00
7) Climate Change Policy 0 0 0 0 0.00
8) Regulation Compliance 0 0 0 0 0.00
Total 11 8 5 24 8.00
Official Report yes no no
Framework GRI EOSS no no
Checklist CMH
1) Energy Management 1
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions 3
3) Social Impact 3
4) Customer Satisfaction 2
5) Product Quality 2
6) Product Environmental Impact 3
7) Climate Change Policy 3
8) Regulation Compliance 2
Total 19
Official Report yes
Framework ~GRI G3 lev. C
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 Canadian Mountain Holidays was marked based on its 2010 sustainability report 
("Moving towards sustainability," 2010). 
 Below you will find a series of 8 graphs that more easily show how Canadian Mountain 
Holidays' sustainability reporting compares to its competitors in the tourism industry in North 
America. There is one graph for each checklist item. The company averages, out of 3, are shown 
in light green. The average amongst the sectors (i.e. the tourism industry average) is shown in 
dark green. CMH's mark is shown in blue. 
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 The following graph shows the total average marks per sector. This graph is the best 
indication of how Canadian Mountain Holidays' sustainability reporting compares overall to the 
rest of the tourism industry in North America. Note that the highest possible mark is 24.  
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 The final graph below displays the total report marks for each of the 15 companies in the 
tourism industry and for CMH. This graph showcases the fact that Canadian Mountain Holidays 
ties with one other company for having the third highest report mark. The highest possible mark 
for a report is 24. 
 
 The first pie chart below shows the percentage of sampled companies who disclose their 
sustainability efforts via official reports versus the ones who do not. The companies who do not 
issue official sustainability reports instead showcase their initiatives on their websites. Canadian 
Mountain Holidays, though not included in this chart, does release official reports.  
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 The second pie chart demonstrates what percentage of companies use a specific 
sustainability reporting framework versus the ones who do not. A reporting framework acts as a 
guide for a company who is writing a sustainability report. It usually provides insight into which 
issues to report on and how. Canadian Mountain Holidays, though not included in the chart, uses 
a reporting framework. 
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 Of the 53% of companies that use reporting frameworks when writing their reports, 100% 
of them use the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines. Currently, GRI provides two main types 
of guidelines, the G3 and the G3.1. The latter is an update on the former, providing guidance into 
how to report on additional issues such as community impacts and human rights ("G3.1 
guidelines,"n.d.). Within the two types of guidelines are three application levels: A, B, and C. 
These levels disclose the amount of transparency that a report has and are self-proclaimed by the 
company. A level may also be given a "+" indicating that the report has been checked over by an 
external source ("Application level information," n.d.). The closer to the start of the alphabet, the 
greater the level of report transparency. Another type of guideline was created for the event 
planning industry and is called GRI EOSS. The only company that uses this reporting guideline 
is MeetGreen. Canadian Mountain Holidays' report that was used for this project was its 2010 
Moving Towards Sustainability. This report was released at GRI G3 level C. Following is a pie 
chart that shows the distribution of GRI application levels amongst the 53% of companies that 
use reporting frameworks.  
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Discussion 
 In 2008, KLD Research and Analytics, Inc. released a study on sustainability 
reporting in the top companies in seven emerging market countries. Out of the five checklist 
criteria that they used to measure the quality of the reports, two are pertinent to this research 
project. The first revealed what percentage of the 75 sampled companies had released official 
sustainability reports within the past two years. For the KLD study, the results showed 51%, or 
38 of the 75 companies, published reports. This research project resulted in findings showing that 
60%, or 9 of the 15 companies, released reports, though not necessarily within the past two years 
(Sustainability reporting in emerging markets, 2008)..  
The second checklist criteria from KLD's study that is comparable to this project found 
that 27%, or 20 of the 75 companies, made reference to the Global Reporting Initiative 
framework in their reports (Sustainability reporting in emerging markets, 2008). A 2010 study by 
IE University, Fondazione Università and Cambridge University released a study that compared 
251 of Europe's highest revenue companies in terms of CSR reporting. Only 7% of the 
companies followed GRI's framework (Csr communication, 2010). In this research project, 53% 
of the sampled companies used the GRI reporting guidelines. 
In 2008, KPMG released a survey that analyzed corporate responsibility reporting in over 
2200 of the world’s largest companies. The study revealed that 16% of the 100 highest revenue 
companies and 9% of the Global Fortune 250 report at GRI G3 Level C. It also showed that 22% 
of the 100 highest revenue companies and 25% of the Global Fortune 250 report at GRI G3 
Level B+ (Kpmg international survey, 2008). This research project found that 13% reported at 
Level C and 12% reported at Level B+. 
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In 2010, a study by Vigeo, the leading assessor of companies’ ESG issues in Europe 
(About vigeo, n.d.), revealed what over 700 European companies report on in their CSR reports. 
The study found that, in general, reporting on environmental goals is done well while reporting 
on social issues is not (Csr - what do companies report on, 2010).  This project's results showed 
that the quality of the two main environmental checklist items, greenhouse gas emissions and 
energy management, and social impact are incredibly similar in their high marks. The industry 
average for reporting on greenhouse gas emissions was 2.06 out of 3, while energy management 
scored a 2.07 out of 3. The average industry mark for social impact was also 2.07 out of 3.  
In 2012, the International Centre for Responsible Tourism at Leeds Metropolitan 
University released a study that looked at the CSR practices of ten large international hotels. The 
study found that most hotels report well on environmental issues but not on socio-economic 
issues (Corporate social responsibility, 2012). The findings for this project indicate that the 
accommodations sector does indeed report better on the two main environmental checklist items, 
greenhouse gas emissions and energy management, than on social impact. For greenhouse gas 
emissions, accommodations earned an average mark of 2.33 out of 3. For energy management, 
the sector earned a 2.67 out of 3. For social impact, accommodations earned a 2.00 out of 3. It 
should be noted that the social impact mark, though lower than those of the environmental 
issues, is still a quality mark.  
Limitations 
 There are three main limitations of this research project. The first is its scope. Given the 
time-frame to complete the research, the project was limited to analyzing just three companies 
within each of the five sectors of the tourism industry. If there had been more time, it would have 
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been beneficial to mark a larger number of companies' reports in order to result in a more 
accurate representation of the quality of reporting within each sector. Secondly, the quality of the 
sustainability reports was marked based on the list of eight checklist items whose presence has 
been found to be crucial in good reporting. The truth, however, is that there are many more 
important aspects of successful sustainability reports such as information on economic stability 
and human resources. Thirdly, the fact that the researcher created the checklist item definitions 
and the marking system means that all findings are subjective to the views of the person doing 
this project. One final and smaller limitation to this project refers to the first study mentioned in 
the discussion. The study by KLD Research and Analytics, Inc. covered sustainability reporting 
in emerging market countries. Since North America is not an emerging market, the comparison 
made in the discussion is not necessarily valid.  
Recommendations 
 Canadian Mountain Holidays tied for third highest mark amongst the fifteen companies 
sampled for this project. It placed first when compared to the average marks per sector. Though 
the quality of reporting at CMH is very good, there is room for improvement under the standards 
of this project's marking system (Appendix 1).  
 The first recommendation  refers to the energy management checklist item. Though CMH 
covers its energy programs and initiatives thoroughly qualitatively, it is the quantitative data in 
units of energy that is missing. The report showcases the company's energy use in units of 
greenhouse gas emissions and, though this is an effective way to show impacts, there is a 
separate checklist item for that issue. To earn a higher mark for energy management, usage in 
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kilowatt hours or other units of energy is required. A visual aid (i.e. graph, table) showing trends 
would also increase CMH's mark for this checklist item.  
 The second recommendation is in the customer satisfaction checklist item. Though CMH 
provided sufficient quantitative data and a visual aid in table-form, complete qualitative 
descriptions were required to earn top marks.  
 The next recommendation is in the product quality category. To earn more marks for this 
checklist item, CMH could either add in more descriptions of what sets its services apart and 
what it stands for, or include a visual like the one below, taken from Marriott's 2011-2012 
sustainability report ("2011-2012 sustainability report," n.d.). 
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 The final recommendation to improve CMH's reporting quality is in the regulation 
compliance area. Though involvement in governmental policy development and sanctions for 
non-compliance with regulations is well documented, more information on the specific 
regulations that the company follows is needed to earn a higher mark. 
Conclusion 
 To conclude, though the scope and subjective nature of this research project created 
limitations, the findings have validity and will hopefully aid CMH in seeing how its 
sustainability reporting compares to that in the tourism industry in North America. Following are 
the project's main findings: 
 CMH placed below the average tourism industry mark for the energy management and 
product quality checklist criteria. It placed above the average tourism industry mark for 
the remainder of the checklist items. 
 In general, the sampled reports marked higher on energy management, greenhouse gas 
emissions, social impact, product quality, product environmental impact and climate 
change policy than they did on regulation compliance and customer satisfaction. 
 The majority of the most sustainable companies in the tourism industry, according to this 
project's sample, have official sustainability reports with GRI frameworks. The G3.1 
level C guideline is the most common.  
 The travel services sector earned the lowest average mark of 8/24. The accommodation 
sector earned the highest average mark of 18/24.  
 Overall, Canadian Mountain Holidays tied with Darden Restaurants for having the third 
highest total report mark of 19/24.  
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 Given this research project's findings, it would now be beneficial to broaden the scope of 
the subject to include a greater number of sustainable companies into the sample to see if the 
research findings remained constant. It may also be interesting to research whether there is a 
correlation between company revenues and the quality of sustainability reporting. Regardless of 
the project's limitations, it was overall successful in providing an outline of the quality of 
sustainability reporting in the North American tourism industry and how CMH compares.  
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Appendix 1 
  Mark Requirements 
Checklist Items 0 1 2 3 
1) Energy Management no information fair descriptions of initiatives good descriptions complete descriptions of initiatives 
      1-5 quantitative measures (units of energy used, percentages, etc.) over 5 quantitative measures 
        visual aid(s) showing trends 
2) Greenhouse Gas Emissions no information fair descriptions of initiatives good descriptions complete descriptions of initiatives 
      1-5 quantitative measures (amount in emissions units, percentages, etc.) over 5 quantitative measures 
        visual aid(s) showing trends 
3) Social Impact no information fair descriptions of initiatives good descriptions complete descriptions of initiatives 
      1-5 quantitative measures (donations, people helped, etc.) over 5 quantitative measures 
        visual aid(s) showing trends 
4) Customer Satisfaction no information fair descriptions of initiatives good descriptions complete descriptions of initiatives 
      1-5 quantitative measures (percent of satisfied customers, indices, etc.) over 5 quantitative measures 
        visual aid(s) showing trends 
5) Product Quality no information small introductory paragraph several paragraphs with substance several paragraphs with substance and a visual 
        or 
        numerous descriptive paragraphs 
6) Product Environmental Impact no information 1-3 specific numerical impacts 4-10 specific numerical impacts over 10 specific numerical impacts 
          
          
7) Climate Change Policy no information climate change mentioned climate change mentioned good accountability of impact on climate change 
      fair descriptions of policies clear descriptions of policies to reduce impact 
          
8) Regulation Compliance no information one brief mention of regulations fair descriptions of regulations and beliefs complete descriptions of regulations and beliefs 
        visual aid 
          
 
** Note: If a report does not meet every required criteria for a mark, it will be given the mark below it (For example, if a report has over five quantitative measures and complete descriptions of initiatives but no visual 
aid showing trends, it cannot earn a 3 for that item and will be given a 2).
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